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A brief introductory course with Thomas Adam will take place from Saturday evening July 5th through               
Monday noon July 7th 2014 in Washington D.C. for  a new training course for Anthroposophic Singing 
Therapy to begin in 2015.

This introductory course will give the possibility to enter into the world of a therapeutic application of human singing on 
the basis of The School of Uncovering the Voice. 

This meeting between the future students and the teacher of this upcoming training-course will give the background for 
the decision to be part of this newly beginning 4 -year part-time  professional education course in Singing Therapy, 
which will begin in the summer of 2015.

Requirements for participants are that they:

- Be at least 23 years of age
- Have a willingness and interest to study Anthroposophy

and
- Have a pedagogical or social-pedagogical training and professional experience
- Have a basic experience with `The School of Uncovering the Voice´
- Have basic knowledge of Music-Theory

or
- Have training in a medical profession and related experience
- Have basic experience with `The School of Uncovering the Voice´
- Have a basic knowledge of Music-Theory

or
- Have training as singer or other musician
- Have basic experience with `The School of Uncovering the Voice´

 
In this professional education course for Anthroposophic Singing Therapy, anthroposophic concepts are, as far as 
possible, developed phenomenologically, that is through one’s own experiences, mainly with the help of singing 
exercises from the School of Uncovering the Voice, eurythmy and phenomenological musical studies. 

The experiences gained through the exercises and the phenomenological studies are illustrated by medical 
anthropological lectures. Through examples out of the Singing Therapy work they are linked with questions in relation 
to practical therapeutic activity.

Thus, the effects of breathing, voice-sound, speech sounds, as well as the effect of musical elements on the singing 
human being are worked out in practice as well as in theory within the professional further education course in Singing 
Therapy.

For further information and admission to the Introductory Course for Anthroposophic Therapeutic Singing 
Saturday evening July 5th through Monday noon - July 7, 2014 in Silver Spring, MD, please contact: 

Thomas Adam   email:  to_adam@t-online.net    telephone:  011-49-234-288604    

 Thomas Adam



Preview - Please reserve these dates right now!

	 	  Invitation to the 3rd Conference for Therapeutic Singing in North America

Therapeutic Study, Exercises and Examples
Continuing Education for Graduates of Therapeutic Singing trainings

Saturday Evening June 28 to Wednesday noon July 2, 2014 
at the Bon Secours Retreat and Conference Center in Marriottsville, MD   

Dear Therapeutic Singing Colleagues, dear Friends, 

Our meeting in summer 2013 in Chapel Hill ended with the strong wish of all the participants to continue with this 
intense form of deepening our competencies and with the sharing of our experiences in the realm of Therapeutic 
Singing.  We are envisioning a slightly longer, 5 day/ 4 night course similar to the Quellhof International Continuing 
education format.

Since many of our students and clients are coming to us with questions about problems with their voices, I propose 
taking up the theme of “Singing Therapy for the Voice.” 

Not only will we work with the typical functional disturbances and the therapeutic approach based on the School of 
Uncovering the Voice, but also we will highlight the reflection of general physical and psychological diseases on the 
voice.

We also chose this place to provide easy accessibility for all participants. The BWI airport is the hub for Southwest 
airlines, services many carriers, and is 20-25 minutes by car. They have a shuttle that runs to and from the airport at 
a discounted rate.  

We will also have the opportunity to be together under one roof for these several days without the time and energy 
spent on commuting,  so there will really be many possibilities for meetings and sharing´s informally in addition to 
our program!  Each room has a private bath and free wifi access.  All rooms have one double-sized bed.

Please, find more information about Bon Secours online at: rccbonsecours.com

We have already secured a 20% discounted rate and reserved 15 overnight rooms. This can be adjusted up to two 
weeks before the course.  Room, meals and facilities charge for 4 nights will be $340. The conference fee is $150. 
We will work on additional support funds or arrangements, so that financial issues shouldn’t be a hindrance to 
participate for anybody.

So please, reserve these dates and make plans to come!

With best wishes for the New Year,     

Thomas Adam   

This year we are planning to house our continuing education 
course at the beautiful Bon Secours Conference Center 
located on a beautiful natural area just west of I-95 and the 
Baltimore Washington International Airport.  The center is 
located on 300 acres of land adjacent to the Patuxent River 
State Park.   Meals can be tailor made to participants needs 
by an excellent chef.  There are nature walks, a meditative 
labyrinth, and a swimming pool on the grounds.  We chose 
this place because of its natural beauty and serene 
atmosphere.
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When one sings rightly, the capacity to sing stays with one 
into old age. - Valborg Werbeck-Sverdström

Uncovering the Voice p. 185



Book review
HUMAN HEARING AND THE REALITY OF MUSIC 

BY ARMIN J. HUSEMANN 

ISBN 978-162148-048-8     eBook ISBN 978-62148-023-5



Anthroposophic Therapeutic Singing Association Membership Form 2014

If people would sing - more, and especially more correctly 
- there would be fewer crimes on earth. 

- Rudolf Steiner to Valbörg Sverdström
Uncovering the Voice p. 182


